
2008 Jaguars 125 Playbook 
 
Base Formation…. We are always RT unless LT is Called 

 
Hole #s 
Odd numbered holes are to the left. Even are to the right. We start with 0 on the right so when we 
have a wing or call a tackle over we still have enough #s to take care of the extra gap. Shown 
above is the base formation with the corresponding hole(gap) numbers. 
Back #s 
Backs numbers mainly try to correspond to the holes they are closest too (Z When Z is in the back 
field he is close to hole 4)  
 
To call a play we call the Back and the Hole number. So “34” means back “H3” will run hole # 4 
and “25” means back “F2” runs hole #5. 
 
LINE SPACING: 
FROM TACKLE TO TACKLE THE LINE SPLITS WILL BE 1 FOOT.  THEY MAY BE EXTENDED UP TO 3 
FEET OR REDUCED TO ZERO.  THE NORMAL SPLIT FOR THE TIGHT ENDS IS 3 FEET OR 1 YARD.  A 
“Mini” tag means foot to foot splits,  “Maxi” Tag would mean a larger split.   ALL LINEMEN WILL 
ASSUME A TWO-POINT STANCE WHEN REACHING THE LINE OF SCRIMMAGE.  THE CENTER SHOULD 
SET THE NUETRAL ZONE AND  BE READY TO SNAP THE BALL.  WE WANT OUR LINEMEN OFF THE 
BALL AS FAR AS LEGALLY POSSIBLE.  BOTH GUARDS SHOULD ALIGN THEIR FEET IN A POSITION 
WHERE THE TOPS OF THEIR HELMETS WILL INTERSECT THE BELT OF THE CENTER WHEN 
THEY ARE IN A THREE POINT STANCE.  THE TACKLES AND ENDS WILL ALIGN THEIR DOWN 
HANDS EVEN WITH THE GUARD’S DOWN HAND RATHER THAN ALIGNING THEIR FEET.  THIS 
WILL CREATE A STRAIGHT OFFENSIVE LINE THAT IS OFF THE BALL AS FAR AS LEGALLY POSSIBLE. 
 
BACKFIELD ALIGNMENT: 
QB: The QB will line up 4-5 yrds back. Hands extended ready for the snap. When under center: THE QB 
WILL LINE UP UNDER THE CENTER WITH HIS FEET NO MORE  THAN SHOULDER WIDTH APART.  HIS KNEES 
WILL BE SLIGHTLY FLEXED AND HIS BACK STRAIGHT.  THIS WILL ALLOW HIM TO MAKE A GOOD REVERSE  
PIVOT WITHOUT TANGLING HIS FEET UP. 
FB: Will align RT a half step behind QB and finger tip to finger tip with the QB. If a LT formation 
is called then will align LT. When QB under center: THE FULLBACK WILL LINE UP DIRECTLY BEHIND THE 
BALL WITH HIS HEELS AT FOUR AND ONE HALF YARDS FROM THE FRONT TIP OF  THE FOOTBALL. 
HBs – H & Z:  In a RT formation H will align on the other side of the QB unless tagged to line up 
somewhere else. In LT Z will be in the back field. With Q under center: THE HALFBACKS LINE UP IN A 
STRAIGHT LINE WITH THE FULLBACK BASED ON A SIX-FOOT WINGSPAN.  
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We may base out of the “Shotgun”  Some Formations with tags are shown here: 
FLEX - tells our Y and Z to flex out (If it were LT FLEX, X and H would flex out) 
FLIP – Y and Z Flip Spots Z is still off the LOS Y is On (FLIP-LT X & H Flip Spots) 
FLANK- Tells Z to move out to flanker  (FLANK-LT tells H to go to Flanker and X to TE) 
WING- Tells the HB in this case H to move to a wing (if it were LT, Z would move to wing)  We 
could also call SLOT and H would move to slot   X & Y are on the LOS (line of scrimmage) check 
with ref. Make sure you are lined up ON. H & Z are off the LOS 
 
 

 
 



Formations in LT 
 



UNDER CENTER FORMATIONS 
 

 
 
Also Power I LT will move Z to TB position and H to the power back. Also notice that when we 
go anything Left Z moves to the halfback position and H to the Wing back. 
-We can add tags to these formations to give multiple looks: 
 

 
 
I certainly don’t expect any team to learn all these and we Probably will not use most of these 
formations above, but wanted to show all the changes we can make if we wish against a certain 
team. 
 
KEEP TAG  if we call KEEP after a play call the play is to be run, but the QB keeps and runs his 
backside path while the backs carry out their fakes. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
MOTIONS 
We can add motion to a back by calling the position and type of motion 
 

 
 
Ex: “ H Jet”…”Z Mac”  … “Z Rock”…ect… 
 
Jet Motion is a fast motion toward the QB to set up Jet sweeps 
Tail Motion puts the RB back into his base position. 
Rock Motion stands for Rocket to be used with rocket sweeps or puts the RB in the I through 
motion. 
Mac motion brings the RB across the formation stands for Motion Across 
Crack Motion brings the RB in a motion to crack a DE or Backer 
Mac can be used in conjunction with crack “ H Mac-n-crack” brings RB across formation to crack 
End. 
“Mac-n-back” sends RB across and back  
“Mac-n-Crack” sends RB across and start back to crack 
 
Rules for motion: Everyone must be set for a second before motion starts motion must move 
parallel to LOS or backward from it not FWD.  If you reach specified spot be for the ball is 
snapped jog in place.. do not stop moving.



 Off Tackle Play 
** 34 LEAD 

 
PST (Play Side Tackle):  GDB (Gap Down Backer) 
PSG (Play Side Guard): GDB (Gap Down Backer) 
Center:  On Gap Backer 
BSG(Backside Guard):  Pull up through called hole block first bad guy 
BST (Backside Tackle): Scoop, Block area BST is vacating 
X: release inside up to safety 
Y: If at TE-GDB, if inside receiver 1st inside backer or threat 
Z: If wide post to safety, if wing, 1st backer inside 
H: Mesh with Q, take hand off and cut off of F and BSGs blocks 
F: Lead and Kick Out End 
Q: Mesh with H Hand off ( Keep eyes on Back side End) Later we can add a read where QB will 
keep if he reads the back side End crash down toward H (After Hand off make good Fake) 
From other Formations: 
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25 LEAD 

 
PST (Play Side Tackle):  GDB (Gap Down Backer) 
PSG (Play Side Guard): GDB (Gap Down Backer) 
Center:  On Gap Backer 
BSG(Backside Guard):  Pull up through called hole block first bad guy inside out 
BST (Backside Tackle): Scoop, Block area BST is vacating 
X: Stalk Block , If at TE-GDB 
Y: 1st inside backer or up to safety- hunt down field 
Z: safety - hunt down field 
H: Lead and Kick Out End 
F: Mesh with Q, take hand off and cut off of H and BSGs blocks 
Q: Mesh with F Hand off ( Keep eyes on Back side End) Later we can add a read where QB will 
keep if he reads the back side End crash down toward H (After Hand off make good Fake)
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21 TRAP    --- 30 TRAP is the mirror of this play 

 
 
PST (Play Side Tackle):  1st inside Backer, if out side backer is influenced by back move to the 
next inside one. 
PSG (Play Side Guard): GDB (Gap Down Backer)  
Center:  On Gap Down Backer 
BSG(Backside Guard):  Pull around center and kick out 1st defender that shows 
BST (Backside Tackle): Scoop, Block area BST is vacating 
X: release inside up to safety 
Y: cut off backer or safety pursuit 
Z: cut off backer or safety pursuit 
H: Influence to out side, some times lead on end 
F: Mesh with Q take hand off cut off guard block and get north south 
Q: Mesh with F hand off spin and fake out side, if motion fake hand off or option 
From other Formations: 



PLAY ACTION PASS 
FAKE 34 KEEP PASS 

 
O-Line: REACH to opposite side of fake run call (do not go down field-PASS)  
X: Lollygag a slant then break into a corner Route 
Y: Drag Route 
Z: Post 
H: Mesh with Q, make good fake and block back side end 
F: Leads on end get to middle of field 
Q: Mesh with H fake and pull to roll out: look to the 1-Corner 2-Drag : run 
 
FAKE 25 KEEP PASS 

 
O-Line: REACH to opposite side of fake run call (do not go down field-PASS)  
X: Post 
Y: STICK Route (Hitch then toward side lines) (when outside Rec. Just Hitch) 
Z:  Lollygag a slant then break into a corner Route 
H: Leads on end get to middle of field  
F: Mesh with Q, make good fake and block back side end 
Q: Mesh with F fake and pull to roll out: look to the 1-Corner 2-Stick : run 



PLAY ACTION PASS From LT Formations 
FAKE 24 KEEP PASS 

 
O-Line: REACH to opposite side of fake run call (do not go down field-PASS)  
X: STICK Route (Hitch then toward side lines) (when outside Rec. Just Hitch) 
Y: Post 
Z:  Leads on end get to middle of field  
H: Lollygag a slant then break into a corner Route 
F: Mesh with Q, make good fake and block back side end 
Q: Mesh with F fake and pull to roll out: look to the 1-Corner 2-Stick: run 
 
 

 
O-Line: REACH to opposite side of fake run call (do not go down field-PASS)  
X: Drag Route 
Y: Lollygag a slant then break into a corner Route  
Z: Mesh with Q, make good fake and block back side end 
H: Post  
F: Leads on end get to middle of field 
Q: Mesh with H fake and pull to roll out: look to the 1-Corner 2-Drag : run 



*5 COUNTER 
Can be ran with many ball carriers 

 
PST: Combo block with PSG 
PSG:  Combo block with PST 
Center: On Gap Backer 
BSG: Pull and Kick out End 
BST: Pull and lead up through the hole 
X:  Stalk Corner 
Y:  Backer to Saftey 
Backs same as lead unless your number is called.   



ISO  
34 Ice 

 
 
OLINE: Rule: MAN ON, MAN AWAY 
(Means block the man on you or in no one there, block the next man away from the hole called) 
X:  MAN ON, MAN AWAY… get to safley 
Y:  MAN ON, MAN AWAY 
F: LEAD block through Called hole 
H: Follow Lead blockers through Called hole 
Z: Stalk to corner….. When in Back field: LEAD block through Called hole  
Q: Mesh with H Hand off  After Hand off make good Fake.  When in PWR I fake your roll out 
play side. 
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ISO 

 
 
 

 



JET SWEEP 
When we send a back in JET motion we have the option to run a JET sweep play.  

  
 
O-LINE: Release on track and block to 2nd lvl  PST will reach D End or backer 
F: Will align tward the side the Jet is going and lead block 
Q: The QB will call for the ball when the back is about at the tackle running full speed.  Hand off 
and fake back side. 
 
Note:  LEAD, COUNTER, TRAP, ect can be ran with the Jet motion call. 
Also like other plays if you use the tag KEEP after the call the QB will keep it. 



SPIN SWEEP 

 
 
Our shotgun version of the buck sweep play. 
 
If KEEP called after QB follows faking back through the hole



PASSING GAME 
 
 

 
 
When calling a play we will call the route the outside receiver will run first then the Insides Route. 
EX: “ FLEX SLANT- OUT”  The Outside receiver will run a Slant and the Inside will run an Out. 
 
If you hear Slants or Hitches …this means all receiver run these routes 
Some plays will have specific names Ex: Verts…stands for vertical outside receivers would run there 
vertical route (fade) and inside receivers run their vertical route (Seam) 

Difference between a Fade and Seam  
Fade is an outside release route where the ball is thrown up and to the outside shoulder of the Receiver 
where he can use his body to shield the defender so he has the only opportunity to catch it. 
Seam is a route where we want the receiver in the “seam” between the coverage, the throw is quicker with 
less air under it and to the inside. 
 





 SHALLOW 

 
 
O-Line: Pass Block Big on Big 
QB:  3 step Drop?    1: Rhythm Route  2: Read Route  3: Rush Route 
 
Named Receiver runs the Shallow 1st receiver to the other side will run the dig/ IN Route. Left over 
Receivers will stretch the Defense Vertical. 
Y Shallow 
Y: Shallow route - run through where the D-lines heals are at the start of the play 
Z & X: Fades 
H: Dig/ IN Route … if possible release outside the LB and then break inside after you pass him. 
F: Check for blitz then release on swing or shoot route



Jail Break Screen  - RANDY & LARRY 

 
 
Randy stands for RT WR Screen and Larry stands for LT WR Screen.   We will always throw this screen to 
the outside receiver.  
 
Outside receiver to called side: will take one step forward and then plant and work hard to the QB. 
They have to be behind the line when they catch the ball. 
Inside Receiver or # 2: will take care of the # 2 defender first and then chip off to the # 1 defender. 
 Note: if in trips #3 receiver will chip to #2 defender 
PST: will release inside and sprint to the block the # 2 defender. 
O-line: The rest of the lineman will get a piece of the man over them and then sprint to take care of the 
nearest linebacker. There only job is to keep the linebackers from making the play 
 
F: will run a swing away from the screen to make the play look like bubble. 
Backside receivers: will work second level trying to block the safety. 
QB: The QB will take the snap, 2 step drop and look bubble and then throw back to the WR. Throw should 
be chest high and a bad throw is unacceptable. 
 
Lineman can go down field because the pass will be behind the line of scrimmage… this is your chance to lay someone out. 
 
 



5 Step Pass Protection (Man Technique)   (from fcc74 on coachhuey.com) 
 
Overview 
5 step pass pro can be difficult for players to learn because we are asking them NOT to attack forward. 
This is obviously much different than run blocking. We want to emphasize to the kids that even though 
we are not attacking, we are still expected to be violent and aggressive. Pass protection is no time to 
take it easy or be ‘soft’. We want our linemen to take great pride in their job as pass protectors. It is 
our responsibility to not only protect our QB, but to give him time to do his job.  
 
Pass Set 
• When a blocker goes from his three point stance to his pass set, it needs to be done explosively. The 
two main objectives he wants to achieve with his pass set are:  
1. Alignment- in a man situation, the O-lineman wants an outside eye to inside eye relationship (OL’s 
outside eye to DL’s inside eye). This will ensure that the OL will not get beaten inside. 
2. Foot Position – the OL wants to achieve a staggered stance where his post foot (inside foot) is 
forward and his kick foot (outside foot) is slightly back.  
 
Pass Set Stance 
• Back straight, torso is in an upright position, NOT leaning forward. 
• Butt down, chin tucked into chest. 
• We want to talk in terms of the OL sitting in a chair to ensure that we are not leaning too far 
forward.  
• OL’s leverage is in the butt and favors the post foot (more weight on inside half of post foot). 
• Elbows in, thumbs up. Arms coiled at chest height ready to punch. Hands are 1-3 inches from chest 
and very close together (think hand-cuffed). 
 
Dos 
• Do emphasize that 90% of Pass Pro is footwork (kick and post). 
• Do emphasize post foot leverage. NOTHING beats us inside.  
• Do maintain inside to outside eye leverage. 
• Do keep your shoulders and torso upright when punching. 
• Do keep your shoulders square (as square as possible) to the LOS. 
• Do be violent and aggressive with your punch. 
• Do coordinate the punch and footwork (post or kick) with the punch to create more power. 
• Do fight for inside leverage with your hands. 
 
Don’ts 
• Don’t attack forward towards defender. This will make your shoulder vulnerable to a rip or swim. 
• Don’t be soft. Pass Pro is violent! 
• Don’t turn shoulders to block an outside rusher. This would give the defender a two-way-go and 
make you vulnerable to a counter move inside. Instead kick, kick, kick, at the proper angle to achieve 
inside to outside alignment while maintaining your post foot and therefore protecting the inside. 
(Obviously there will be times when our O-linemen have to turn their shoulders, but we don’t want to 
coach it because that is the easy way out. Perfect technique until you know you are beaten. Then do 
what you gotta do.) 
• Don’t sacrifice your QB for perfect technique. Once you know you are beaten, technique goes out the 
window. If and when you must turn your shoulders to catch an outside rusher, fully commit to it and 
take the defender down field. Our QB will be coached to step up. 



VEER Option 

 
 
 




